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Introduction
Most of AI-assisted structure-based drug
design methods are atom-level-based, which
consider atoms as basic components and
generate atom positions and types. In this way,
however, it is hard to generate realistic
fragments with complicated structures. To
solve this, we propose D3FG, a functional-
group-based diffusion model for pocket-
specific molecule generation and elaboration.
It decomposes molecules into two categories
of components: functional groups defined as
rigid bodies and linkers as mass points. The
two kinds of components can together form
complicated fragments that enhance ligand-
protein interactions.

Forward diffusion process. Let 𝑠!" as the
one-hot encoding of the type of a single
functional group or linker in the timestep 𝑡, the
forward process transits it into the abosorbing
state as Eq. (1). For the positions 𝑥!" , its
transition distributions are Gaussian as Eq. (2).

Methods
Experiments

Drug property comparison. Experiments on
molecule generation and elaboration are
conducted. (i) D3FG of the two-stage scheme
achieves competitive affinity scores,
comparable to TargetDiff and much better than
D3FG of the joint scheme. (ii) Two variants of
D3FG achieve overall best performance in the
metrics. (iii) In the molecule elaboration task,
D3FG(EHot) tends to generate molecules with
higher affinity, while molecules elaborated by
D3FG(ECold) show tiny differences in binding
affinity from the raw references.Generating targets. For the functional groups, 

D3FG aims to generate  its type 𝑠#, center 3D 
position 𝑥# and the local frames orientation 𝑂# ,
while for the single atom which we called linker, 
it aims to generate its type 𝑠! and position 𝑥#.

For the functional group orientation, SO(3)
diffusion is used, which employ isotropic
Gaussian distribution on SO(3) to formulate
the process, as shown in Eq. (3).
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Backward generative process. A transformer-
based equivariant graph neural networks is
used to formulate the backward process as a
denoiser. Three heads parameterized with MLP
are stacked after several layers of transformers
update the node embedding for updating the
three variables as Eq. (5).

(5)

Two types of generation schemes. (i) In joint
scheme, we regard amino acids, functional
groups, and linkers at the same level, and use
one single neural network to predict the three
variables and update them. (ii) In two-stage

scheme, we regard amino acids and functional
groups at the fragment level, and linkers at the
atom level, and use two different neural
networks to parameterize the transition
distribution. In the first stage, the functional
groups are generated, and then single atoms
as linkers will be generated to connect the
generated functional groups as a full molecule.
(Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 Two generation schemes.

Functional group repository is established
based on the most frequent functional groups
occurring in the CrossDock2020. Table. 1 Comparison on Drug Properties
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Structure analysis. D3FG has superiority in
generating molecules with realistic drug
structures since distributions of the functional
groups in generated molecules are more
similar to the real drug molecules’. Besides, in
the molecule geometries like atom type, bond
distance, bond angle, dihedral and atom type
distribution, D3FG also achieves the
competitive performance with sota methods.


